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Abstract: This study introduces a coordinated low-voltage ride through (LVRT) control method
for permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) wind turbines (WT) interconnected with an
energy storage system (ESS). In the proposed method, both the WT pitch and power converters
are controlled to enhance the LVRT response. Moreover, the ESS helps in regulating the dc link
voltage during a grid fault. Previous LVRT methods can be categorized into strategies with or
without an additional device for the LVRT. The latter scheme is advantageous from the perspective
of no additional installation cost; in this case, pitch and converter controllers are used. Meanwhile,
the former method uses an additional device for LVRT operation and hence, involves additional
expense. However, it can effectively enhance the LVRT response by reducing the LVRT burden on the
WT. Moreover, the additional device can be used for various WT power control applications and it is
common that the ESS is interconnected to the WT for multiple objectives. Previous studies focused
on these two aspects separately; hence, a method of coordinated control for an ESS and a WT is
needed as more ESSs are required to connect to WTs for flexible wind power operation. The proposed
method introduces a control method with different LVRT modes considering the ESS state of charge
(SoC). When the WT does not have a sufficient inertial response operation range, the ESS reserve
energy capacity is required for LVRT operation. This coordinated LVRT method employs both the WT
and ESS controls when it is hard to handle the LVRT using the WT control alone at high wind speeds.
In this case, power curve analysis is used to obtain the appropriate power reference during the fault
period. In addition, a power reference is also used to ensure a safe operation. Using the proposed
method, an ESS can be operated in a manner that is appropriate for WT operation, especially at high
wind speeds. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we considered two case studies.
One study compares the LVRT response between the WT itself and the proposed method. The other
research work compares the response of the conventional LVRT method that uses a WT and an ESS
and with that of the proposed method. From these case studies, we concluded that the proposed
method achieved a better performance while operating within the constraints of the WT rotor speed
and ESS SoC limits.
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1. Introduction

WPS are the fastest growing renewable energy sources from the perspective of cost and that of
benefits. There are many benefits to using a permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) as
opposed to the DFIG ; PMSGs and DFIGs are the two most popular systems used in WPS operation.
A PMSG has several advantageous features, such as the absence of a gearbox, high power density,
and a simple control mechanism with high precision; however, its cost is greater than that of a DFIG
because it uses permanent magnets and needs topologically full power converters [1,2]. As many
power electronics-based converters require intricate control mechanism driven by complex strategies,
this full power converter is beneficial in terms of WP control [3,4]. Initially, a WPS is required only
to operate at the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) to produce as much power as possible at a
given wind speed using model-based or model-free methods [5]. Even though the WP experiences
fluctuations and uncertainties in its power production, they had no significant impact on grid stability
because their proportions were relatively low when compared to the total power produced by the grid.
However, when many WPSs are integrated into a power network, these fluctuations and uncertainties
can result in a significant impact on the operation of the grid [6,7]. Therefore, grid operators require
WPSs to support stable grid operation by setting up a grid code. One of the major issues in developing
a grid code for WP is the low-voltage ride through (LVRT). Using an LVRT grid code for WPSs, a
grid can recover from a low voltage grid fault and achieve stable operation immediately after the
occurrence of the fault [8]. Recently, the universal grid code was introduced in Reference [9] after
taking into consideration the entire set of LVRT requirements of all countries. We considered the most
extreme requirement from this set to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Grid code requirements vary depending on the power system. Each grid code defines the specific
duration for which a wind turbine (WT) should remain connected during the fault period; this duration
depends on the voltage sag level [8]. Thus, the grid code is related to power system characteristics
and should be varied according to the WP penetration level. As shown in Figure 1, different countries
have different requirements regarding the LVRT connection time; this parameter also takes into
consideration the zero voltage condition.

Various methods have been proposed in the past for LVRT control. These methods can be
categorized into two groups. One group is characterized by the WT alone handling the LVRT
while the other group uses additional devices such as FACT , energy storage system (ESS), or other
energy dissipating devices [10]. A PI current controller for dc link voltage regulation using current
feed-forward methods was proposed for better transient response; further, the impact of unbalanced
voltage sags on the controller performance was studied [11]. A feedback linearization controller was
proposed in Reference [12] for nonlinear control of the GSC in a PMSG. Using this controller, the
performance of the GSC current control strategy during a voltage sag was improved by maintaining
its rate of current flow within a given range. Because this method is quite complex to implement,
feedback linearization was implemented using a sliding mode control [13].

A sliding mode control algorithm was applied in the GSC control scheme to regulate the dc
link voltage [14]. This results in a better performance compared to that obtained using a linear
control strategy as dc link voltage dynamics are nonlinear and the GSC exhibits this nonlinearity in
its switching operation. [15] proposed a combined control for pitch and RSC control. The authors
also used a breaking resistor to ensure that the WPS did not reach the current limit or rotor speed
limit during LVRT. In some previous studies [16,17], an RSC was used instead of a GSC to handle
dc link regulation during grid faults, as the latter had to control its active as well as reactive power
support during a grid fault. Thus, it may be more beneficial to exchange the roles of the GSC and RSC
with respect to DC link regulation. In this case, rotor speed can be increased by storing the remaining
mechanical power as WT inertia similar to that observed during grid fault. In Reference[17], a feedback
linearization strategy for RSC control was designed. In Reference [18], a nonlinear robust controller
was designed to mitigate the dc link voltage fluctuation after taking the nonlinear behavior of the dc
link voltage into consideration.
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Figure 1. Limit curves for the voltage to allow generator disconnection.

For LVRT operation, some authors considered the methods using additional device installations.
In recent years, ESSs are being connected to WPSs for achieving many objectives by modulating the
WP [6]. This can aid in the integration of WP into the grid and also makes the WPS more cost efficient.
According to one strategy, an ESS can assist a WT as an LVRT solution [19]. This methodology resulted
in a better LVRT response when compared to the response obtained using only the WT converter
control; in addition, an ESS stores power instead of simply dissipating it. In Reference [20], the authors
proposed an energy storage-based LVRT method with a direct-drive WPS having no power control
capability. In References [21,22], LVRT methods were proposed using an ESS to enhance the LVRT
response; in these cases, an ESS was interconnected with wind farms to help voltage restoration at
the PCC. For better reactive power support during grid faults, the optimal reactive power control
method was proposed to minimize production cost in Reference [23]. Even though many LVRT control
methods utilizing an ESS have been introduced, the coordinated control method for the LVRT method
using an ESS has not been sufficiently studied. This coordinated LVRT method is important both
for economic and reliable operation. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no
methods to share the burden of LVRT power reduction between the WT and the ESS after considering
operation constraints.

In this study, we propose a coordinated LVRT control method using pitch, PMSG WT converters,
and an ESS. Several previous studies on LVRT methods focus on improving its transient response.
We focused on coordinating the WPS (pitch and inertia modulated) and ESS controls and on recognizing
when the WT cannot handle the LVRT operation by itself. Before applying the coordinated control,
we evaluate if the ESS LVRT response is required by analyzing WP equation. In the case of high wind
speeds, an ESS LVRT response is required in addition to the WPS LVRT response, after taking into
consideration the rotor speed and converter current limits. If an ESS LVRT response is not required,
the WPS LVRT response alone can be used. When an ESS LVRT response is needed, the power
reference considering the pitch dynamics and rotor speed limit is used for the LVRT. By using the
proposed method, the capacity required for the ESS to support the LVRT could be evaluated. Therefore,
the energy required for the ESS could be conserved according to the current operational status of the
WPS, resulting in a cost-effective ESS state of charge (SoC) management. From the simulation results,
we validated that the proposed method can effectively achieve the LVRT at high wind speeds that
can result in significant rotor speed violations during WT LVRT control. We consider two case studies.
One case study compares the LVRT response of the WT itself and that of the proposed method. The
other study compares the response of the conventional LVRT method that uses the WT and the ESS with
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that of the proposed method. From these case studies, it can be concluded that the proposed method
achieves the best performance in operating within the constraints of the WT rotor speed and ESS SoC
limits. This is very important for coordinated LVRT control, because the LVRT operation can result in
significant damages to the WT and ESS when the rotor speed and the ESS violate their operational limits.
Compared to the previous methods the benefits of the proposed method can be described as follows.

• The proposed method can effectively control both of a WT and an ESS without violation of
operational constraints.

• From the proposed method, the stability of the LVRT operation can be improved in any wind
speed conditions and it can prevent failures in both a WT and an ESS.

• The proposed method can be applied with previous coordinated control methods by improving
its stability.

• No additional device such as chopper is required for achieving stable operation by dissipating
power during grid faults.

2. PMSG Wind Power Systems

In this section, we illustrate the mechanical power of the WT, RSC, and GSC models and dc link
voltage dynamics.

2.1. Mechanical Power of Wind Turbine

The mechanical power of a WT can be described by defining the power coefficient, Cp which is
modulated by the rotor speed and pitch angle, β, and controllers. By controlling the rotor speed and
pitch angle, the tip speed ratio, λ, can be modulated and when the tip speed ratio maintains its optimal
value, the maximum available mechanical power of the WT can be achieved [15].

Pt =
1
2

ρACp(λ, β)v3
wind,

λ =
ωmR
vwind

,
(1)

where ρ denotes the air density, and A is the blade-swept area, which increases as the rotor radius,
R, increases. Cp is a function of the pitch angle and the tip speed ratio and the parameters of this
function are obtained from WT experimental data. vwind is the wind velocity whose cubic value and
tip speed ratio affect the mechanical power. Therefore, the power coefficient indicates the ratio of
electricity produced by the WT to the total power available from the wind speed. Its theoretical limit
is defined mathematically as 0.5926, and the achievable value is less than this limit owing to the loss
experienced by the mechanical systems in a WT. We use a maximum Cp value of 0.5 in this study,
which is less than the mathematical limit.

2.2. Rotor Side Converter Model

To describe RSC power production, PMSG electrical equations reflecting voltage and current are
used; its electrical and mechanical torque can be calculated from the equations given below [16].

vdg = Rsidg + Ls
didg

dt
− ωsLsiqg,

vqg = Rsiqg + Ls
diqg

dt
+ ωsLsiqg + ωsλ f ,

Te =
3
2

pλ f iqg,

Tm − Te = J
dωm

dt
,

(2)
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where vdg and vqg denote the stator voltages of the PMSG while idg and iqg indicate stator currents.
Ls and Rs denote the stator inductance and resistance, respectively, and ωs denotes the rotor flux
electrical speed. ωm denotes the speed of the PMSG mechanical rotor, λ f indicates the rotor flux,
and p, which represents the ratio of electrical speed to mechanical speed, indicates the machine pole
pairs. Te denotes the electromagnetic torque and Tm indicates the mechanical torque. J represents rotor
inertia. Therefore, rotor speed can be calculated using equations that describe the relationship between
Te, Tm, and J. Hence, a surface-mounted PMSG with similar d- and q-axis inductances was used in this
investigation. Thus, a reluctance torque that is induced by the difference between these inductances
does not exist. Therefore, we can use the Equation (2) to calculate the electromagnetic torque.

2.3. Grid Side Converter Model

The GSC dynamic model in a direct quadrature (DQ) rotating reference frame can be described as
follows [24].

vd = vid − Rid − L
did
dt

+ ωLiq,

vq = viq − Riq − L
diq
dt

+ ωLid,
(3)

where, L and R denote grid inductance and resistance, respectively. vd and vq indicate the grid voltages
in the DQ frame. id and iq denote the grid currents in the DQ frame. vid and viq denote the GSC
voltages in the DQ frame. Before we use the DQ rotating reference frame, we assume that the d-axis
of the rotating reference frame is aligned with the grid voltage. Thus, the active and reactive powers
from the GSC to the grid can be written in the form of the following equations [24].

Pgrid =
3
2

vdid,

Qgrid =
3
2

vdiq,
(4)

where, Pgrid and Qgrid are the active and reactive powers, respectively. From the above assumption,
GSC active and reactive powers can be modulated independently using id and iq.

2.4. DC Link Voltage Model

A dc link is an energy buffer between the RSC and GSC. Its voltage can be described by the
difference in power production between the RSC and GSC using the following equation [17].

Pc = CVdc
dVdc

dt = Pg − Pgrid, (5)

where Pg and Pgrid denote RSC and GSC power, respectively. Pc describes the power stored in the dc
link. Vdc denotes the dc link voltage and C indicates the dc link capacitor. As described by Equation (5),
the dc link voltage model is nonlinear.

3. Proposed LVRT Control System

In this section, the overall LVRT control algorithm is described. The overall control structure is
illustrated in Figure 2 including GSC, RSC, and ESS controls.The proposed method demonstrates that
when the ESS is connected to a WPS, a coordinated form of control between the two is required for an
efficient operation of the combined system. When the ESS SoC is low, the LVRT can be achieved by
using just the ESS alone and when the WP produces low power at low wind speeds, the WT can reduce
its power without increasing the dc link voltage significantly. However, the ESS can be used to achieve
different objectives. Thus, it is not efficient to conserve the ESS capacity by limiting its SoC only during
uncertain grid events. Moreover, when the WP produces large power at high wind speeds and the
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WPS operates near the rated rotor speed, it is not possible to achieve successful LVRT operation using
the WPS alone when the rotor speed is greater than the speed limit. Thus, the ESS LVRT operation
is required in order to help the WPS during LVRT. An ESS plays a very important role in many WT
operations, especially at the time of a grid fault. Because the capacity of an ESS is limited and involves
high installation costs, it is not cost-effective to limit the SoC range during normal operation; further,
it is important to control the ESS using proper information from the WT operation. In the case of LVRT,
the grid codes specify the fixed duration for which a WPS should be connected, and the ESS capacity
required for LVRT operation can be obtained from current WT operation information. We analyzed the
relationship between the ESS capacity required and WPS operation status and proposed a coordinated
LVRT control method.
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Figure 2. Overall control block diagram of the generator and GSC .

3.1. Pitch & Rotor Side Converter Controls

In previous studies, pitch and RSC controls (also called WT inertia control) were proposed [25] for
LVRT control in a WT. These controls can be used for effective LVRT at normal and low wind speeds.
However, when the WPS operates at high wind speeds and rotor speed is similar to the rated rotor
speed, the rotor speed might be over its limit. Because many WPSs include ESSs for different WP
applications, it would be more efficient to use the ESS properly. Thus, we formulated coordinated pitch
and RSC controls by calculating an appropriate power reference during LVRT operation. As shown
in Figure 3 the WP coefficient reduces as the pitch angles increases. Even though the pitch angle has
a slow mechanical response, 10◦/s in an emergency, it has the effect of decreasing the WP reference
during the LVRT. Without pitch angle control, the power reference can change from A (MPPT) to B.
We can modulate the power reference to decrease further at the time of a grid fault. However, it is
quite complex and can result in violations of the speed limit. Therefore, we can define the power
reference with respect to the pitch angle and it can be represented as shown in Figure 4 considering the
maximum pitch angle response. We considered the grid fault duration as 0.625 s and the maximum
pitch angle variation to be 6.25◦/s. Therefore, the power reference can be defined as the profile from
B to C considering a linear variation of the pitch angle. In this case, the upper portion of the power
reduction can be regarded as the WT LVRT response and the bottom portion as the ESS-required LVRT
response (Figure 4). By defining the power reference design in this manner, we can guarantee that
the WT LVRT remains within the rotor speed limit and prepare the required ESS capacity for LVRT.
Before we apply the proposed method, we can analyze whether the ESS LVRT response is required or
not. Because the total energy required for the LVRT response can be regarded as the entire rectangular
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region in Figure 4, the following equation can be used to evaluate situations in which the ESS is
required for a suitable LVRT response.

1
2 J
(
ω2

limit − ω2
m
)
<
∫ Tf ault

0 Ptdt, (6)

where Tf ault is the fault duration which is defined as the grid code requires a WT to be connected.
ωlimit denotes the maximum rotor speed limit. If the above equation is satisfied, then an ESS LVRT
response is needed; the required ESS capacity can be obtained using the following equation.

ESSLVRT = 1
2 (PB + PC) Tf ault, (7)

where ESSLVRT is the required ESS capacity for LVRT. B and D can be obtained by the following equations.

PB = 1
2 ρACp (ωlimit, β) v3

wind,
PC = 1

2 ρACp (ωlimit, βmax) v3
wind,

(8)

where PB is the current MPPT power output and PD is the lowest power reference during LVRT. βmax

is the maximum achievable pitch angle when its value is increased in steps of 10◦/s during LVRT.
Thus, the RSC is controlled by following rules.

P∗
RSC =

{
Pinertia, if Equation (6) is false,
Pcoordinate, if Equation (6) is true,

(9)

where
Pinertia = k1e + k2

∫
e,

Pcoordinate = PB + (PC − PB) t/Tf ault,
(10)

and e is the dc link voltage error, e = V∗
dc − Vdc and k1 and k2 are used for the proportional and integral

gains, respectively. t is the time elapsed after the grid fault occurs. Thus, the RSC controls its power
depending upon whether the ESS is required for LVRT. That is, when the ESS is not required for LVRT,
Pinertia is used for the RSC reference power and if the ESS is required, Pcoordinate is used.

Figure 3. Power coefficient variation according to pitch angle. (A:maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) at β = 0◦, B and C represent the power reference at a rotor speed of 1.2pu with different
pitch angles).
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faultT

Figure 4. Power reference variation (the wind turbine (WT) LVRT region reflects reduced power from
the WPS while the energy storage system (ESS) low-voltage ride through (LVRT) region describes the
charged energy in the ESS).

3.2. Grid Side Converter & ESS Control

When a grid fault occurs, the WT produce reactive power according to the grid code requirement.
We defined the reactive power reference by the following equation and the active power can be
obtained from the reactive power definition.

Q∗
GSC =

{
2Vsag, if Vsag < 0.5 pu,
1, if Vsag ≥ 0.5 pu,

(11)

P∗
GSC =

√
1 − (Q∗

GSC)
2. (12)

In some previous studies, the GSC was controlled during dc link regulation. Because the GSC
should satisfy the grid requirement of reactive power support during LVRT, it is better to focus on the
objective of reactive power control. When the WT does not need the ESS control for the LVRT at low or
normal wind speeds, the RSC is controlled to regulate the dc link voltage as shown in Equation (11).
However, when the WT needs ESS control during a grid fault, the ESS is controlled to regulate the
dc link voltage instead of the RSC, and the RSC is controlled to track the power reference according
to Equation (11). The overall control flow chart is described in Figure 5. Therefore, the role of the dc
link voltage regulation is assigned appropriately in the case of any grid fault.
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Figure 5. Flow chart of GSC switching operations during normal and fault operation.

4. Simulation Result

The proposed LVRT control method was validated using MATLAB/Simulink, SimPowerSystems.
The WT and ESS are modelled by detailed circuit model and the simulation time step is 50 microseconds.
Since the simulation time is about 3 s, the data size is 60,000 for respective values of voltage and current.
The fixed step solver with the sampling time as 50 microseconds is used. The capacity of a PMSG
WT is 1.6 MW while the ESS energy capacity is 1 kWh. We considered an 80% voltage sag condition
for a PCC duration of 0.625 s in cases with the strictest regulation, such as those of Ireland. The overall
system parameters are described in Table 1. We considered the performance of typical LVRT methods
with or without additional devices such as an ESS. Without this additional device, WT LVRT operation is
handled only by pitch and converter controls whereas with additional devices, a chopper can be used.
Even though a chopper can successfully limit dc link voltage variation, it just dissipates the produced WT
power. Moreover, it experiences dc link voltage fluctuations owing to its operational characteristics.

Table 1. System parameters used in simulation.

Parameter Value Unit

Rated power 1.63 MW
Rated wind speed 12 m/s
Max. power coeff. 0.5

Optimal tip speed ratio 9.9495
Blade radius 33.05 m
Air density 1.12 kg/m3

Max. rotor speed 1.2 pu
DC link voltage 1150 V
Turbine inertia 6500 kgm2

ESS capacity 1 kWh

4.1. Comparison with WT LVRT

In this study, we first considered LVRT performance without additional devices. In this case,
the WT must take up the entire LVRT operation burden by controlling the pitch angle and rotor speed.
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At low wind speeds, this control method can handle LVRT operation, by itself. However, at high wind
speeds, it is impossible to satisfy the LVRT grid code while meeting its rotor speed limit constraint.

The performance of the proposed LVRT method is illustrated from Figures 6–12. At 80 % voltage
sag, the WT should limit the active power to zero and supply full reactive power to the grid. As shown
in Figure 6, the WT produced zero active power from the GSC (can be considered as active power to
grid) and a reactive power of 0.2 pu during the fault period as shown in Figure 7. A different grid active
power profile was observed immediately after the duration of the grid fault. This is because of the GSC
control law where the GSC has different power references owing to the difference in the dc link voltage
violation. However, we focused more on the behavior during the grid fault and it acts similarly in the
two methods during the duration of the fault. Because the grid voltage is 0.2 pu, reactive power current
from the GSC is 1 pu, which is the maximum achievable current. Thus, the GSC successfully achieved
LVRT control during the fault; that is, full reactive power production was obtained. The results of the
two different methods have similar behaviors during the grid fault. As shown in Figure 8, the RSC
(can be considered generator power) produces a predefined power considering the pitch angle and
the maximum rotor speed limit of the proposed method. Hence, it can be stated that the proposed
method realized a suitable power reduction because of the WT during the fault period. However,
in the case of WT LVRT control, it tried to produce zero active power to regulate the dc link voltage.
The tracking performance was not good in WT LVRT control, and resulted in a high deviation of the
dc link voltage as shown in Figure 9. In the proposed method, the dc link voltage regulation was
quite improved. The dc link voltage regulation could be further improved in WT LVRT control by
modulating the controller or by using nonlinear controller. However, this is not the only problem.
The rotor speed was also within the limit as shown in Figure 10 in the proposed method, but, in the
case of WT LVRT control, the rotor speed violated its limit. Thus, even though the WT LVRT control is
improved, the rotor speed violation will not be eliminated. Because the proposed method calculates
the amount of power reduction during the grid voltage sag, the required ESS capacity can be properly
conserved. Thus, the SoC requirement for grid faults can be efficiently satisfied using the WT and
ESS scheduling operation. The ESS scheduling operation can be implemented for several objectives,
such as the smoothing of WP fluctuations and peak load reduction. These operations, however, are out
of the scope of this study. However, we defined the required ESS capacity for the LVRT and it can be
used as a constraint in that optimization problem. Thus, defining the required ESS capacity for LVRT
is meaningful for the efficient operation of the WT during normal and LVRT operation. In Figure 11,
the ESS SoC was within its limit of 1 pu in the proposed method. In terms of the power coefficient,
the proposed method had a higher value during the grid fault. It can be stated that the proposed
method was better in terms of energy harvesting during the grid fault because the ESS never dissipated
the energy difference to the chopper.
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Figure 10. Rotor speed variation during a balanced voltage sag (80%).
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4.2. Comparison with Conventional WT & ESS for LVRT

Next, we considered LVRT performance with an ESS. In this case, the ESS will help the WT
fulfill LVRT operation. Normally, the ESS can effectively take on the entire burden of LVRT operation.
However, the ESS control is more efficient when it is utilized for multiple objectives. If the ESS is
used for multiple objectives, it is hard to assume its SoC is near the value of 0.5 pu. To highlight the
effectiveness of the proposed method, we considered the case when the ESS SoC is 0.8 pu. Conventional
methods control the ESS by regulating the dc link voltage. From Figures 13–19, the comparison of the
performance between the conventional WT and ESS LVRT control and the proposed coordinated LVRT
method is illustrated. As shown in Figure 13, the WT produced zero active power from the GSC and a
reactive power of 0.2 pu during the fault period as shown in Figure 14. During the grid fault, the GSC
was controlled to produce zero active power. After the grid fault, the GSC was controlled to regulate
the dc link voltage. In Figure 15, the RSC was controlled to regulate the dc link voltage during the grid
fault. The active power from the RSC oscillated greatly because of the variation in the dc link voltage as
shown in Figure 16. This was because of the ESS SoC limit; the ESS SoC approached its limit at around
1.4 s as shown in Figure 17. Moreover, the rotor speed was violated in the conventional method; this
violation is another weakness of the conventional method as shown in Figure 18. Figure 19 shows the
power coefficient variation during the grid fault. Therefore, we conclude that the conventional method
can not effectively handle the operational constraints of the WT rotor speed and the ESS SoC especially
when the wind speed is high during the grid fault. We validated the benefits of the proposed method
considering two case studies which illustrate the constraints violations during grid fault. Previous
coordinated LVRT methods [22,23] using an ESS can result in constraints violation or can require
additional device when there is high wind speed and the ESS SoC is close to 1 pu.
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Figure 13. Grid active power during a balanced voltage sag (80%).
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Figure 14. Grid reactive power during a balanced voltage sag (80%).
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Figure 15. Generator active power during a balanced voltage sag (80%).

Figure 16. dc link voltage during a balanced voltage sag (80%).

Figure 17. SoC during a balanced voltage sag (80%).
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Figure 18. Rotor speed variation during a balanced voltage sag (80%).
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Figure 19. Power coefficient variation during a balanced voltage sag (80%).

5. Conclusions

In this investigation, we proposed a coordinated LVRT control method using a PMSG WT and an
ESS. Many previous studies on LVRT focused on improving its transient response. However, we focused
on coordinating the WPS (pitch and inertia modulated) and ESS controls. Before applying the coordinated
control method, we evaluated whether an ESS LVRT response is required using power equation analysis.
At high wind speeds, an ESS LVRT response is required in addition to the WPS LVRT response to account
for the rotor speed limit and converter current limits. If no ESS LVRT response is required, the WPS LVRT
response is enough to handle the LVRT during the grid fault. When an ESS LVRT response is required,
the power reference considering the pitch dynamics and rotor speed limit is used to evaluate the
proper power reference of each unit in the proposed coordinated LVRT method. Using the proposed
method, the ESS required power output for LVRT support was obtained. Thus, the ESS energy was
conserved according to the WPS operational status and it can result in more cost effective ESS SoC
management. From the two case studies, we validated the effectiveness of the proposed method by
satisfying the operational constraints of the WT rotor speed limit and the ESS SoC limit.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

DFIG Doubly-fed induction generator
ESS Energy storage system
GSC Grid-side converter
LVRT Low-voltage ride through
MPPT Maximum power point tracking
PCC Point of common coupling
PI Proportional-integral
PMSG Permanent magnet synchronous generator
RSC Rotor-side converter
SoC State of charge
WP Wind power
WPS Wind power system
WT Wind turbine
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